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Market-leading cloud archiving, eDiscovery, classification
and compliance solutions without compromise. Data storage
optimization, email management and complete data governance for
Federal Agencies. Meet the demands of the ‘Managing Government
Records’ directive, which requires electronic capture of email
records by the end of 2016 and all electronic records by 2019.
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Federal Agency Cloud Archiving Without Compromise

World Class Technology Partners

As the 2016 - 2019 ‘Managing Government Records’ directive gets closer, Federal Agencies are at a critical
turning point for the management of records. Having a records management strategy for your Agency is
more important than ever for protecting records, ensuring compliance and building a digital Government.

Our long-term strategic partnership with both Microsoft and Veritas brings together the best cloud
archiving services in the world. Providing Federal Agencies with great experiences, simplicity and
security we deliver an end-to-end service without having to deal with multiple suppliers and budgets.
With the best-partnered cloud archiving services, we take away the complexity without compromise.

EV247 securely hosts Enterprise Vault, the market-leading archiving solution, as a FedRAMP authorized,
SaaS cloud service.

EV247 Combining Best-of-Breed
Service and Technology
• 99.9% guaranteed* availability
Government

• 100% FedRAMP authorized, SaaS cloud service

EV247

100% Available as FedRAMP Authorized
As the only FedRAMP authorized, SaaS cloud archiving solution, EV247 satisfies requirements that no
other cloud archiving solution can. A move to cloud archiving will secure your data with a FedRAMP
accredited system that provides massively-scalable storage and a modern secure system.

• First cloud archive to meet Capstone requirements
• 40% overall cost reduction possible in systems
management fees

EV247 Service Features

Cloud Archiving Benefits for
Federal Agencies

• 24/7/365 support helpline

• Major version upgrades and patching
included

• 17 years of expertise in Information Governance

• Painless migration from legacy storage

• Meet the 2016 ‘Managing Government
Records’ directive for email records

• Ability to collect data from IM and social
media

• Meet the 2019 ‘Managing Government
Records’ directive deadline

• Support the Capstone email management
implementation

• Full functionality of Enterprise Vault

• Free transfer from on premises licensing to
the cloud

• Cost effective migration from on-premises
Enterprise Vault

• 24/7/365 support helpline

• Scheduled application updates

• Easy migration to latest version of
Enterprise Vault to get classification and
Capstone functionality

• Integrated data backup and replication

• Access archives directly from mobile devices

• Service management portal

• Modernize information programs

• EV247 service delivery manager

• Customizable policies and user profiles

• Administrator console

• Compelling return on investment

*an HA option

Meeting the Federal Agency Deadlines
Each Federal Agency has an active responsibility to improve the management of records and create a
secure and efficient records management policy that embraces cloud strategies. They are required by
law to have electronic policies that meet the following deadlines:
2010 Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative
set to eliminate 800 data centers by 2015
2012 The directive calls for all permanent records
to be managed in an electronic format by 2019
2013-14 Plans must be developed to transition
permanent records to digital formats
2013-16 Enterprise content management plans
must be built to ensure electronic transfer to
NARA’s Electronic Record Archives (ERA) when
ready

2014 Records management training must
be established to inform employees of their
responsibilities, policies and laws
2016 Deadline for ‘Managing Government Records’
directive for email records. Agencies must manage
all email records in an electronic format. The Data
Center Consolidation Initiative was replaced by Data
Center Optimization Initiative
2017 NARA complete overhaul of GRS
2019 Federal Agencies manage all permanent
records electronically

for Government

• 99.9% guaranteed availability*

*an HA option

• Share and track records effectively

• Predictable operational cost model

for Government
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Cloud archiving allows you to meet the Data Center Optimization Initiative and
Cloud First initiatives while maintaining existing Enterprise Vault data and
licences if you are a current customer. We are helping Federal Agencies migrate
to a cloud archive solution; simply and efficiently.

EV247 hosts Enterprise Vault, the market-leading cloud archive solution that
enables quick information access and secure data management, without compromise.
Combining the expertise of Veritas, Microsoft Azure for Government and bluesource, EV247 has all the
benefits of a cloud service, with massively-scalable storage and affordable data migration. As well as the
freedom to control archives to deliver the modern, secure, data management system required.

The market-leading record management solution EV247 is an innovative and seamlessly
secure evolution from traditional archiving.

Drivers for Archiving All Data and
Records
Ranked as an important or extremely important
driver:
• 72% The ability to place content on legal hold
• 69% Electronic discovery compliance with
regulatory obligations

Market-Leading
Cloud Archive Functionality
Cloud archiving will future-proof your Federal Agencies’ data storage, ensuring you can support
and store all content that may be required in the future. Prepare your Agency for long-term content
management while adapting to the changing data landscape.

Redefining Federal Agencies
Record Management
As an innovator in the provision of cloud archiving solutions, bluesource believes our skills and
services are prepared to deal with Federal Agencies’ sensitive data, as EV247 is uniquely the only
solution available as a FedRAMP authorized, SaaS cloud service. As accredited cloud archiving
specialists with the best available Capstone expertise, we will guide you to implement the Capstone
program within your Agency.

• 65% Managing storage more effectively

Digitally Optimized Data Management
Platform for Federal Agencies

• 63% Making content easier to find
• 53% Reducing storage costs
• 52% Improving server performance
• 33% Knowledge management/data mining
Source: Osterman Research, Inc.

Fixed operational costs, with minimal spending to migrate from data centers, guarantee a simple transition
to the cloud and an easier approach to your archiving and multiple device mobility access needs.
Ease the burden as the 2019 deadline approaches with EV247, that delivers the rich functionality of
Enterprise Vault with massively-scalable long-term storage, an intuitive user experience and the freedom
to access information from anywhere, across all devices.

100% available as FedRAMP authorized
100% fully managed cloud SaaS solution

for Government

for Government

Industry-Leading Archive Functionality
Agile data archiving
EV247 provides the flexibility to archive all types
of content including emails, files, IM and social
media.

Easily accessible and simple to use
With seamless integration into the leading email
clients, users don’t need to search or manage a
separate archive mailbox.

Classification with tailor-made archiving policies
Archive, retain and delete your data using specific
grouping or policies that suit your business
requirements.

Highest quality eDiscovery features
Add the power of Discovery Accelerator and
scalable record management, putting
professional-grade search and discovery
capabilities in the hands of your HR, legal and
compliance teams. EV247 is compliant with
Capstone requirements as it exports permanent
records in a format that is approved and secure.

Available as FedRAMP authorized
We document, assess, authorize and monitor data
to help Federal Agencies initiate electronic record
management and implement security controls.

Cost Efficiency and More Freedom for IT Operations
Cost effective managed archiving
With all aspects of the service managed by
bluesource and hosted in Microsoft Azure
Government, you can focus technical resources on
optimizing other core systems.

Seamlessly secure cloud infrastructure and data
protection
Resilient, secure and backed-up, your critical data
is extensively covered against outages, loss or
corruption.

Lower the total cost of archiving and discovery
Thanks to the economics of the cloud, your
business benefits from a lower total cost of
ownership without sacrificing any features or
functionality.

Extend existing investments in Enterprise Vault
Benefit from enhanced ROI, avoid the costs of
migration and provide continuity for users who
depend on the seamless desktop integration and
powerful search features.

for Government

How We Can Transform Your Data Management
Consolidating costs and innovative tech
Archiving your data can reduce data management costs by up to 40%, with minimal initial migration
costs to an essential storage practice with integrated technology and devices in information
management collaborations.
Delivering unique solutions
With over 17 years of expertise in enterprise data, our unique specialized cloud archiving provides our
customers confidence now and for the future. 100% available as a FedRAMP authorized, SaaS cloud
archive solution, EV247 is structured to securely support the future of data storage as it grows.
About our collaboration
Microsoft, Veritas and bluesource provide our customers with information and record management
solutions that fully meet their government directive today and tomorrow. bluesource has been working
with Microsoft since 2000 and is a quintuple Gold Partner in Communications, Collaboration and Content
and Messaging. We collaborate with Project Hosts within our partnership for FedRAMP infrastructure
and security control management. We have partnered with Veritas, leaders in this discipline, for over 17
years and have achieved their highest level of accreditation as master specialists in archiving, eDiscovery
and data protection.

for Government

Welcome to data storage solutions for
the 21st century digital Government.
Find out more about bluesource and hear how we can help enable
technologies to solve your business collaboration challenges.
Call 845.987.4645
Email: sales@bluesource.net
1900 Enchanted Way Grapevine, TX 76051
www.bluesource.net
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